Message to "the" FBI

By Anna Von Reitz

The phrase "sovereign citizen" is an oxymoron and only morons use it. One cannot be a "sovereign" and a "citizen" at the same time. The terms are mutually exclusive, and I am sick of hearing my Employees trotting out their total ignorance from sea to shining sea.

Either learn the facts or shut up.

You fellows are employed by an "Agency" --- and as "Agency" personnel, you are three tiers down in the Municipal Government totem pole before you ever get your noses above a desk top.

To make it worse, none of your agencies were ever authorized by the actual government of this country, so your position is as workers-for-hire employed by a foreign government that is a subcontractor of a subcontractor of a subcontractor owing good faith service to our actual government.

Go think, boys. Just don't think too long.

There is plenty of work for you to do, besides causing trouble and politicizing elections and telling big, fat lies to the public.

If you want your agency and your jobs to survive what's coming you'd better be awfully nice to those you are mischaracterizing as Federal citizens of any kind and calling "sovereign citizens".

They are your new bosses.
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